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Kent TN2 3DR
T: +44 (0)1892 510850
F: +44 (0)1892 515903
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E: sales@searchpress.com

For other enquiries please email 
sales@searchpress.com

If you would like to receive regular email updates about our wonderful 
new titles, then email marketing@searchpress.com to be added to our mailing list.

Please let us know whether you are interested in art, craft or both.

This catalogue lists our new titles up until January 2023. 

VISIT WWW.SEARCHPRESS.COM FOR OUR FULL RANGE.
REQUEST A FULL LIST CATALOGUE FROM MARKETING@SEARCHPRESS.COM

STAY IN TOUCH!

Be sure to stay in touch with us by signing up for our newsletter at 
www.searchpress.com/trade

Search Press Australia
Unit 36, 38-40 Abel Street
Jamisontown
NSW Australia 2750
T: +61 02 47228323
F: +61 02 80039116
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Westminster, MD 21157 U.S.A.
T: +1 (800) 733-3000
F: +1 (800) 659-2436
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E: csorders@penguinrandomhouse.com
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Launched in 2007, the first titles in the original 20 to Make series were a publishing 
phenomenon. The 20 to Make series was the first full-colour range of craft books to 

o�er accessible inspiration across a range of subjects in a pocket-sized format – and 
at pocket-money prices of just £4.99. Over 2.5 million copies of the original series

 have now been sold.

The All-New 20 to Make series builds on that fabulous legacy. As with the original series, 
all the projects are simple to make with easy-to-follow instructions matching a detailed 
illustration of the finished project. The All-New 20 to Make series has been given a fresh, 
contemporary look that will appeal to a younger audience as well as traditional crafters. 

They also include a comprehensive techniques section to help get readers started.

Beginners will love the simplicity of these straightforward projects, while more 
experienced crafters will find endless inspiration. Each title has 64 pages brimming with 

brand-new projects in a beautifully designed hard cover – for just £6.99. 

20
TO MAKE

ALL-NEW

Celebrating the 15th Anniversary of the iconic 20 to Make series with the launch of...

Each book: RRP £6.99 / AUD $17.99 • Hardback • 209 x 149mm • 64 pages

ANNOUNCING THE ALL-NEW 20 TO MAKE SERIES

Over 2.5 million copies of the original 20 to Make series have now been 
sold globally. This stunning new hardback series builds on that legacy.



Sewing with Scraps
Debbie von Grabler-Crozier

see page 17

ISBN: 9781782219675

Animal Granny Squares
Sarah-Jane Hicks

see page 4

ISBN: 9781782219811

Festive Felt Decorations
Corinne Lapierre

See page 16

ISBN: 9781800920989

Flowers to Knit
Sachiyo Ishii

See page 5

ISBN: 9781800920873

Between them, these high-profile authors have sold in 
excess of 200,000 books around the world!

The All-New 20 to Make series launches in September 2022 with:

Search Press is o�ering a 16 copy counter pack for just £44.75 
(60% discount) as well as posters and shelf wobblers.  Contact 

sales@searchpress.com for more details of this exciting launch pack.* 

*Packaging subject to change.

Just £6.99 each!
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 Visit our award-winning trade website for all your 
art and craft book needs

We want to make it as easy as possible for you to stock and sell our wonderful 
range of books and our website has been designed to help you do just that. 

Features include:

» Details of our extensive point-of-sale materials 
including spinners, racks, and single book holders

» Downloadable best-sellers listed by category

» New and forthcoming titles

» Intelligent and accurate search facility

» ‘Look Inside’ feature for Search Press books

» Create your own subject catalogue

» Online ordering*

» Special reseller oers.

If you have any queries or suggestions regarding our website we’d love to 
hear from you. Please contact marketing@searchpress.com

* Account holders only.

www.searchpress.com/trade
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Make 20 fun animal granny squares, all with 
raised or textured elements that are perfect 
for building up into larger projects.

» 20 cute animal-themed granny squares 
to make, including pets, wild animals and 
even a unicorn!

» Each square has a textured 3D element, 
such as a fluy mane, shaggy fur or frilly 
tentacles

» Each cute and colourful square is simple 
to crochet, only uses minimal yarn and is 
perfect for building into a larger project.

All-New Twenty to Make: 
Animal Granny Squares
Sarah-Jane Hicks

30th September 2022 • 9781782219811 • £6.99 / AUD $17.99 
Hardback • 209 x 149 mm • 64 pages • All rights free

In the same series: 
All-New Twenty to Make: Festive Felt Decorations 
9781800920989 
All-New Twenty To Make: Flowers to Knit 9781800920873
All-New Twenty to Make: Sewing with Scraps 9781782219675

Sarah-Jane Hicks has always enjoyed 
crochet and crafting in her spare time. She 
was taught to crochet as a child by her 
mum and nan. Previously she worked as a 
tax adviser and is now a freelance crochet 
designer. She has had patterns published in 
various popular craft and crochet magazines. 
Sarah-Jane lives in Norfolk in the UK. 
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Knit your favourite flower and more, with 20 
gorgeous projects to choose from.

» Create a variety of stunning flat and 
3D flowers using dierent textures and 
techniques

» Part of the All-New Twenty to Make series: 
fantastic little hardback project books in a 
handy pocket-size format.

All-New Twenty to Make: 
Flowers to Knit
Sachiyo Ishii

30th September 2022 • 9781800920873 • £6.99 / AUD $17.99 
Hardback • 209 x 149 mm • 64 pages • All rights free

In the same series: 
All-New Twenty To Make: Animal Granny Squares 
9781782219811
All-New Twenty to Make: Festive Felt Decorations 
9781800920989
All-New Twenty to Make: Sewing with Scraps 9781782219675

Sachiyo Ishii was born and raised in Japan. 
She was a money broker on Wall Street 
and in London before discovering the joy of 
handicraft after her second son was born. She 
teaches knitting, doll making, wet and dry 
felting, sewing, crochet and spinning, among 
other crafts. She has authored a number of 
best-selling titles for Search Press and her 
work regularly appears in knitting magazines. 
Sachiyo lives in Sussex, UK with her husband 
and two sons.
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Knit yourself into the Christmas spirit with 
more than 40 adorable mini Christmas 
projects from best-selling designer Sue 
Stratford.

» Over 40 quick and easy stash-busting 
festive projects, perfect for using leftover 
yarn

» Sue Stratford is one of our most popular 
and best-selling authors

» The two best-selling books that make 
up this bumper Christmas title have 
combined sales of over 110,000.

Mini Knits for Christmas
Sue Stratford

31st August 2022 • 9781800920880 • £9.99 / AUD $26.99 
Paperback • 260 x 204 mm • 128 pages • All rights free

Also by the author: 
Knit Me, Dress Me, Love Me 9781782213796
Knitted Cats & Dogs 9781782215240
Merry Christmas Sweaters to Knit 9781782210115
Sue Stratford’s Knitted Aviary 9781782216407

Sue Stratford is one of our most successful 
authors, having already published six books 
with Search Press. Sue is inspired by lovely 
yarns and likes working with natural fibres. 
She regularly exhibits at fibre and textile 
shows around the UK and teaches classes on 
a number of di�erent techniques. 
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Crochet a rainbow of cute and colourful 
flower babies using this simple beginner’s 
guide.

» Inspirational illustrations for all the 
techniques needed along with a guide to 
reading patterns

» Discover 12 cute flower baby projects, 
ranging from sunflowers, gerberas and 
hydrangeas to alliums

» Adorable projects that are quick to make 
and use small amounts of yarn.

Amigurumi Flower Babies
Bas den Braver

31st October 2022 • 9781800920125 • £7.99 / AUD $24.99 
Hardback • 180 x 180 mm • 64 pages • World English language rights

12 mini dolls to crochet

Related titles: 
Amigurumi Dolls 9781782218593
Crochet Little Heroes 9781782219521
Mini Amigurumi Animals 9781782219163
Mini Amigurumi Birds 9781800920439

Bas den Braver’s colourful crochet world is 
inspired by nature, plants and flowers. To 
balance his urban city life in Rotterdam he has 
painted the walls of his apartment green and 
surrounds himself with lots of house plants. 
Here his designs come to life. He has published 
several books of his colourful characters.
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Learn to crochet following Bella Coco’s sure 
and simple methods, and make beautiful 
items along the way.

» Clear and simple step-by-step instructions 
and photographs

» Patterns are graded so that you practise 
the skills you have learnt to make a project

» Use the special stitch list and more 
complex projects to progress your skills 
and learning.

You Can Crochet with Bella Coco
Sarah-Jayne Fragola

31st October 2022 • 9781782219453 • £14.99 / AUD $38.99 
Paperback • 260 x 204 mm • 144 pages • All rights free

A clear & simple course for the beginner

Related titles: 
A Modern Girl’s Guide to Granny Squares 9781800920385
Beginner's Guide to Tunisian Crochet 9781782216667 
Fair Isle Crochet Workshop 9781782217398 
Modern Guide to Textured Crochet 9781782219538

Sarah-Jayne Fragola is the creator of Bella 
Coco Crochet and a well-known crochet 
designer. She started her blog in 2011, where 
she shares her passion for teaching people 
to crochet. Since then, she has created 
numerous tutorials to help crocheters build 
their skills. Sarah-Jayne has more than a 
million subscribers on YouTube and followers 
across social media.
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Over 40 all-weather knits for men, women 
& children.

» Features a range of garments to knit 
from sweaters and outerwear to elegant 
cardigans and jackets, all made in a 
Scandinavian style

» The designs utilize a variety of knitting 
techniques from traditional, Nordic 
colourwork and cables to modern, 
textured knits.

Viking Knits
Lasse L. Matberg

31st October 2022 • 9781800920774 • £19.99 / AUD $49.99 
Hardback • 270 x 210 mm • 192 pages • World English language rights

Over 40 Scandi knits for men, women & children

Related titles: 
A Knitter's Year 9781800921054
Knits from Northern Lands 9781782219637
Knitted Socks from Finland 9781782219835
Nordic Knits for Children 9781782218203

Lasse L. Matberg enlisted in the Royal 
Norwegian Navy in 2006 after working as a 
full-time chef. After graduating as a lieutenant, 
he now serves as a sports o�icer in Stavanger, 
Norway. Lasse has gone on to win the 
Norwegian reality show, Farm Celebrity, in 
2021, and Italian TV show Shall We Dance in 
2019. He lives in Stavanger, Norway.
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Quite simply the only guide to colour 
crochet you need!

» The largest single source of colour stitch 
patterns available anywhere

» The first book to gather together in one 
place all the various crochet colour work 
techniques currently available

» Shares a completely new technique for 
colour work charting for the first time

» Oers 10 projects that will allow the reader 
to consolidate their newly-acquired skills.

Colour Crochet Unlocked
Jane Howorth & Dawn Curran

31st January 2023 • 9781782219774 • £14.99 / AUD $38.99 
Paperback • 246 x 190 mm • 160 pages • All rights free

The ultimate how-to guide

Related titles: 
200 More Crochet Stitches 9781782216636
200 Ripple Stitch Patterns 9781782216353
350+ Crochet Tips, Techniques & Trade Secrets 
9781782216001
Crochet Learn It. Love It. 9781782217275
Handbook of Crochet Stitches 9781844485116

Jane Howorth has been designing in knit 
and crochet since 2012 and her designs are 
extensively published in the UK and US. Her 
work has appeared in many magazines.
Dawn Curran has carved out a niche for 
herself using intarsia crochet to create motifs. 
She designs crochet homewares, garments 
and accessories. 

For our complete list go to www.searchpress.com

Knitting & Crochet
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Knitting garments has never been more 
important than at a time of increased focus 
on slow fashion and sustainability. When 
crafting your own clothes, you can be more 
mindful about the materials you choose to 
use.

» A stunning, yet practical, guide to crafting 
sustainable garments for the whole family

» Features 30 patterns for all seasons of the 
year, with a trendy, Nordic slant

» The author has 79,000 Instagram followers 
under her handle @witredesign.

A Knitter’s Year
Ida Wirak Trettevik

31st March 2023 • 9781800921054 • £19.99 / AUD $49.99 
Hardback • 280 x 216 mm • 200 pages • World English language rights

30 modern knits for every season 

Related titles: 
Knits from Northern Lands 9781782219637
Knitted Socks from Finland 9781782219835
Nordic Knits for Children 9781782218203
Viking Knits 9781800920774

Ida Wirak Trettevik is the woman behind the 
Witre Design website, which features knitted 
clothes and patterns. Ida has always been a 
knitter but took her skills to an advanced level 
while having to rest when pregnant. Witre 
Design launched in 2018, and has, since then, 
sought to inspire the reader to knit their own 
modern wardrobe, piece by piece.

The world's finest art and craft books

Knitting & Crochet

12
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A collection of Half Yard™ sewing projects 
for wintertime style.

» 35 of your favourite winter designs 
selected from the best-selling Half 
Yard™ series, plus five brand-new projects

» Gorgeous variety of projects to sew, from 
fun decorations to make with children, 
to classic and contemporary decorations 
and gifts

» Patterns inside are for all abilities, even 
complete beginners.

Half Yard™ Winter Collection
Debbie Shore

31st August 2022 • 9781782219293 • £14.99 / AUD $38.99
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 176 pages • All rights free

Debbie’s top 40 Half Yard projects for winter sewing

In the same series: 
Half Yard Spring Collection 9781782219279
Half Yard Summer Collection 9781782219286

Debbie Shore is a best-selling and award-
winning author. Debbie is the winner of 
numerous awards, including Craft Influencer 
of the Year 2020, Best Sewing Social Star of 
the Year 2021 and Most Inspirational Sewing 
Personality of the Year 2021. In 2018, Debbie 
launched her Half Yard Sewing Club, an 
award-winning monthly subscription service 
based on the mega-selling Half Yard™ series.
Debbie lives in Lincolnshire, UK.
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Create 15 stunning tote bag designs using 
two reusable plastic templates: now in 
paperback! 

» Contains two plastic, reusable templates, 
which are durable, simple to position and 
use

» Features 15 step-by-step projects, along 
with a techniques section and a guide to 
using the templates

» The hardback edition of this title has sold 
over 24,000 copies.

The Build a Bag Book: Tote Bags
(paperback edition)
Debbie Shore

30th September 2022 • 9781800921092 • £12.99 / AUD $36.99 
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 96 pages •All rights free

Sew 15 stunning projects and endless variations; includes 2 full-size reusable templates

In the same series: 
The Build a Bag Book: Backpacks 9781782217671
The Build a Bag Book: Occasion Bags 9781782216193
The Build a Bag Book: Satchels 9781782217688

Debbie Shore is a best-selling and award-
winning author. Debbie is the winner of 
numerous awards, including Craft Influencer 
of the Year 2020, Best Sewing Social Star of 
the Year 2021 and Most Inspirational Sewing 
Personality of the Year 2021. In 2018, Debbie 
launched her Half Yard Sewing Club, an 
award-winning monthly subscription service 
based on the mega-selling Half Yard™ series.
Debbie lives in Lincolnshire, UK.
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Sew 20 stunning Christmas felt decorations 
to cherish year after year.

» Includes a wide range of decoration 
styles, from hanging decorations, standing 
ornaments, wreaths and pictures

» Now with 64 pages of content, the books 
in this series will fit in your existing Twenty 
to Make spinners

» The original Twenty to Make series has 
sold over 2 million copies worldwide

» Encourages sustainable gifting with 
cards, tags and gift bags that can be kept 
or reused.

All-New Twenty to Make: 
Festive Felt Decorations
Corinne Lapierre

30th September 2022 • 9781800920989 • £6.99 / AUD $17.99
Hardback • 209 x 149 mm • 64 pages • All rights free

In the same series: 
All-New Twenty To Make: Animal Granny Squares 
9781782219811 
All-New Twenty To Make: Flowers to Knit 9781800920873
All-New Twenty to Make: Sewing with Scraps 9781782219675

Corinne Lapierre studied Fine Art in France 
before moving to England to study Fashion 
Design. In 2009 Corinne started her own craft 
business as a felt maker, and her company, 
based in Leeds, UK, now sells an expanding 
range of craft kits and patterns designed for 
adults and children. Corinne makes regular 
appearances on Create & Craft TV and lives 
in Yorkshire. 
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Discover 20 fresh, inspiring ways to turn 
your fabric stash into wonderful items 
and gifts.

» Clear, easy-to-follow instructions for 
transforming your fabric scraps into 20 
fabulous items, from purses and wall art to 
pillows and place mats

» The original Twenty to Make series has 
sold over 2 million copies worldwide

» These projects are great stash-busters for 
sewists, quilters and patchworkers with 
left-over fabric scraps

» Fantastic little hardback project book in a 
handy pocket-size format.

All-New Twenty to Make: 
Sewing with Scraps
Debbie von Grabler-Crozier

30th September 2022 • 9781782219675 • £6.99 / AUD $17.99
Hardback • 209 x 149 mm • 64 pages • All rights free

In the same series: 
All-New Twenty To Make: Animal Granny Squares 
9781782219811 
All-New Twenty To Make: Flowers to Knit 9781800920873
All-New Twenty to Make: Festive Felt Decorations 
9781800920989

Debbie von Grabler-Crozier has been 
involved in writing and the craft world for 
pretty much all of her life but in 1997 she made 
it into a profession. Her first sewing book with 
Search Press, The Bag Boutique, was a global 
success, and she has since written three more 
books with Search Press. Debbie lives in 
Lower Saxony, Germany.
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Sew 18 cute and cuddly friends with stylish 
clothes and accessories to mix and match!

» Simple sewing, knitting and crochet 
instructions to create 18 cute, cuddly toys

» Full-size patterns and all techniques 
included

» Accessible for beginners with step-by-
step instructions 

» Create stylish clothes and accessories to 
mix and match!

The Wonderful World of Rose Minuscule
Laurence Bonnet

30th November 2022 • 9781800921030 • £14.99 / AUD $38.99 
Paperback • 260 x 204 mm • 176 pages • World English language rights

18 whimsical animal friends to sew

Related titles: 
Fabulous Felt 9781782211938
Felt Animal Families 9781782216223
Folk Embroidered Felt Birds 9781782216988
How to Make Heirloom Teddy Bears 9781782211433
How to Sew Little Felt Animals 9781782210702
Sew Maddie 9781782219910

Laurence Bonnet's creations speak of 
childhood, of the di�iculty of being small, of 
the power that small things have to reassure 
and make the world around them sweeter. She 
puts a lot of her own childhood memories into 
her work. Each of the objects that she makes 
is an invitation to imagination and dreaming, 
a way of remembering the child that we were, 
and of celebrating the one we remain for a 
little while. 
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30 simple projects from preloved clothes
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Nåla fast mönsterdelarna på en herrskjorta. Passa in överdelen så att du 
får en knapp ca 3 cm från överkanten. Passa in nederdelen så att du får 
ett �nt avstånd till nedersta knappen på överdelen. Klipp ut delarna med 
1 cm sömsmån. Klipp genom skjortan så att du får ut både fram- och 
bakstycke samtidigt.

Lägg framstycket och bakstycket räta mot räta och sy axelsömmen och 
sidsömmarna.

Sicksacka halsringningen. Vik ner 1 cm och sy en stickning.

Lägg räta mot räta och sy grensömmen på nederdelen.

Sy en kanal i benhålen och trä in ett resårband. 

Sy en rynktråd längs med överkanten på nederdelen. Rynka och passa in 
i överdelens nederkant. Nåla ihop räta mot räta. Börja mitt bak och mitt 
fram. Se till att sidsömmarna hamnar ovanpå varandra. Fördela sedan den 
rynkade nederdelen jämnt. Sy med raksöm.

Sicksacka sömsmånerna vid axelsömmarna, sidsömmarna, grensömmen 
och sömmen i midjan.

Gör prickar med morötter och textilfärg. Lägg en tidning emellan så att 
inte färgen går igenom.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Återvunnet plagg: en skjorta
Det här behöver du också: resår
Mönsterdelar: två delar på mönsterarket längst bak i boken

Romper

Passa in dina mönsterdelar 
så att knapparna hamnar 

på bra avstånd från 
sömmarna. 

Create 30 simple sewing projects for 
youngsters, using recycled garments.

» An ethical approach to clothes-making, 
encouraging upcycling, not buying new

» Recycling and reusing existing clothes 
and material is big in the world of sewing

» Features 30 projects for babies and 
children from newborn to toddler.

Restyle & Restitch for Little Ones
Linnea Larsson

31st January 2023 • 9781800921191 • £12.99 / AUD $36.99
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 128 pages • World English language rights

30 simple projects from preloved clothes

Related titles: 
Complete Guide to Dressmaking 9781782215721
Debbie Shore's Sewing Room Secrets: Essential Skills 
for Dressmakers 9781782217473
Girl with a Sewing Machine 9781782214564
The Re-Fashion Wardrobe 9781782218753
Your Skirt, Your Way  9781782215936

Linnea Larsson is primarily an architect, 
who lives with her partner and their two 
children in Gothenburg, Sweden. She 
loves to sew, and shares her simple, sweet, 
environmentally-friendly sewing projects and 
patterns on her blog.

For our complete list go to www.searchpress.com
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Stitch sweet Maddie and 18 gorgeous 
garments for every occasion

» Inspired by the Half Yard™ Sewing Club's 
favourite doll, learn how to sew this 
beautiful rag doll and her clothes

» Every item in Maddie's wardrobe, and 
Maddie herself, has a pattern printed at 
full-size on template sheets stored in an 
envelope at the back of the book.

Sew Maddie
Debbie Shore

31st January 2023 • 9781782219910 • £15.99 / AUD $42.99 
Paperback • 260 x 204 mm • 128 pages • All rights free

The adorable rag doll who loves fun and fashion!

Also by the author: 
Half Yard Winter Collection 9781782219293
Half Yard Kids 9781782212553
Refashion, Restyle, Restitch 9781782219934
Sew Eco-Friendly 9781782219262

Debbie Shore is a best-selling and award-
winning author. Debbie is the winner of 
numerous awards, including Craft Influencer 
of the Year 2020, Best Sewing Social Star of 
the Year 2021 and Most Inspirational Sewing 
Personality of the Year 2021. In 2018, Debbie 
launched her Half Yard Sewing Club, an 
award-winning monthly subscription service 
based on the mega-selling Half Yard™ series.
Debbie lives in Lincolnshire, UK.
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Make a dress that is perfect for you, 
following clear, accessible instructions.

» A simple guide to dressmaking for 
beginners up

» A ‘mix and match’ approach will allow 
numerous variations on just 4 basic 
bodices, 4 skirts and 4 sleeves

» Templates and patterns accommodate 
UK dress sizes 6 (US 2) to 42 (US 38).

The Very Easy Guide to Dressmaking
Helen Rhiannon

28th February 2023 • 9781782218913 • £14.99 / AUD $38.99 
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 160 pages • All rights free

Create stylish, customized dresses to fit and flatter any shape 

Related titles: 
Debbie Shore's Sewing Room Secrets: 
Essential Skills for Dressmakers 9781782217473
Restyle & Restitch for Little Ones 9781800921191
Sew Perfect Pets 9781782215370
The Re-Fashion Wardrobe 9781782218753

As a fully qualified teacher and lecturer, 
Helen Rhiannon set up the All Sewn Up 
sewing workshops in October 2010, designed 
to help people learn and develop new skills, 
and to be creative. She is an award-winning 
fashion designer specializing in bespoke 
wedding dresses. She creates beautiful, 
timeless, handmade gowns from her home in 
Swansea, Wales.
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The fifth title in Hazel Blomkamp’s series 
on crewel embroidery with a twist, with six 
stunning animal portraits to stitch.

» Discover six striking animal portraits to 
stitch in Hazel’s much-loved style

» Also included are needle lace and 
loom weaving techniques, and unique 
combinations of both of these

» The incorporation of beads and crystals 
adds even more dazzle to the intricate 
designs

» Includes a fully-illustrated gallery of 
all stitches and techniques with clear 
diagrams and instructions.

Crewel Animal Portraits
Hazel Blomkamp

8th August 2022 • 9781800921306 • £16.99 / AUD $44.99 
Paperback • 260 x 193 mm • 176 pages • All rights free

6 stunning projects in Jacobean embroidery

Related titles: 
Beginner's Guide to Crewel Embroidery 9780855328696
Crewel Birds 9781782218340
Crewel Embroidery 9781782217220
Crewel Twists 9781782217770
Crewelwork Inspirations 9781782218333

Hazel Blomkamp has taught embroidery 
and beadwork in South Africa for over 20 
years. She is a regular contributor to local and 
overseas publications. Travelling extensively 
both around South Africa and abroad to teach 
and promote her work, she is regularly invited 
to teach at international conventions.
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This is a treasure trove of ideas and 
inspiration for embroiderers and lovers of 
Japanese culture alike.

» Jane Nicholas is one of the world’s leading 
embroiderers, with a very high profile in 
the field

» 12 exquisite projects to make, each one 
based on a traditional Japanese design

» Magnificent photographs and instructive 
diagrams make the patterns easy to follow.

Japanese Motifs in Stumpwork & Goldwork
Jane Nicholas

31st October 2022 • 9781782216797 • £25.00 / AUD $59.99 
Hardback • 280 x 216 mm • 184 pages • All rights free

Embroidered designs inspired by Japanese family crests

Related titles: 
Beginner’s Guide to Stumpwork 9781782217909
Goldwork 9781844486267
Goldwork and Silk Shading Inspired by Nature 9781782216414
RSN Essential Stitch Guides: Goldwork 9781800920170
RSN Essential Stitch Guides: Stumpwork 9781782219231
RSN: Goldwork 9781782217039

Jane Nicholas has worked in the field of 
embroidery for over 30 years, specializing in 
stumpwork and goldwork. In 2005, Jane was 
awarded the Order of Australia Medal (OAM), 
for her ‘services to hand embroidery as an 
artist, teacher and author’. Jane lives in New 
South Wales, Australia.
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Learn the historical art of fine whitework in 
this informative, instructional guide from the 
Royal School of Needlework.

» The Royal School of Needlework is the 
world leading embroidery organization

» Author Jenny Adin-Christie is a graduate 
of and tutor with the RSN, and a specialist 
in fine whitework

» This established series showcases the 
techniques and contemporary design flair 
of the RSN.

RSN: Fine Whitework
Jenny Adin-Christie

31st October 2022 • 9781782217022 • £19.99 / AUD $49.99 
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 192 pages • All rights free

Techniques, projects & pure inspiration

In the same series: 
RSN: Embroidered Boxes 9781782216520
RSN: Goldwork 9781782217039
RSN: Raised Embroidery 9781782211891

Jenny Adin-Christie is a professional, 
celebrated hand-embroidery artist, designer 
and tutor. Her work is grounded in the 
technical skills she honed as a graduate 
apprentice at the RSN, where she developed 
expertise in the working and restoration of 
fine whitework, metal thread work and raised 
(stumpwork) embroidery.
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A stunning, high-level embroidery book on 
birds, by Judy Wilford, one of the world’s 
leading embroiderers.

» Provides instruction on a wide range of 
techniques, including working both on- 
and o-frame

» Includes a variety of drawn designs, as 
well as detailed information on creating 
your own designs

» A useful stitch glossary of all the stitches 
used in the book.

Embroidered Birds and their Habitats
Judy Wilford

31st January 2023 • 9781782217664 • £25.00 / AUD $59.99 
Hardback • 280 x 216 mm • 160 pages • All rights free

Related titles: 
Crewel Animal Portraits 9781800921306
Crewel Birds 9781782218340
Embroidered Treasures: Animals 9781782211358
Needlepainted Plants and Pollinators 9781782218609 
The Art of Embroidered Butterflies 9781782219736
The Embroidered Art of Chloe Giordano 9781782215837

Judy Wilford works with the mediums of 
fabric and thread and the many and varied 
techniques of hand embroidery. Her unique 
embroideries draw on years of personal study 
and practice in design, drawing, painting, 
print-making, clay and object making but it is 
the flexibility and technical variety inherent 
in textiles, in particular hand embroidery, that 
has and will continue to fascinate her.
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This exquisite book, complete with reusable 
iron-on transfers, is written by needlework 
expert Trish Burr and created in association 
with The Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.

» The ultimate guide to embroidering 
flowers and small creatures including 
mammals and insects, all shown in 
intricate detail

» The hardback folder featured in this 
edition keeps the book and reusable iron-
on transfer papers safely together

» Contains all the templates needed at 
actual size, along with thread conversion 
guides and a handy guide to creating 
natural dyes for fabric backgrounds.

2322

STITCH INSTRUCTIONS
These are the �ve stitches that best illustrate botanical subjects in needle painting: 
long-and-short stitch, split stitch, French knots, satin stitch and bullion stitch.

SECURING YOUR THREAD
This method of securing your thread does not leave any lumps or 
bumps – do not use a knot.

METHOD
• Make a tiny stitch close to the edge of the shape – up at A and down 

at B. Leave a small tail at the back.
• Make a second stitch close to this – up at C and down at D, into the 

centre of the �rst stitch.
• Give it a tug: the thread should be secure. Cut o  the tail at the back. 
• To �nish and start a new colour, run your needle and thread under a 

few stitches at the back of the work to secure.
TIPS FOR LONG-AND-SHORT STITCH

GUIDELINES FOR LONG-AND-SHORT STITCH
Long-and-short stitch shading does not always follow straight lines 
– sometimes we need to adjust the stitches to follow the direction 
of a shape and achieve a more natural look. If you look at a petal, for 
example, you will see that it most often tapers towards the centre. 
It helps to draw in guidelines to direct your stitches. These can be 
drawn in with an HB pencil, as shown in the example.

Split stitch

Long-and-short stitch

French knotBullion stitch

Satin stitch

LONG-AND-SHORT STITCH
Long-and-short stitch shading is worked in rows of stitches that 
softly blend into each other. The colours gradually change through 
the rows to produce a smooth transition of colour. This colour 
gradient results in the beautiful shading that long-and-short stitch 
is so well known for. It can be adapted to �ll di erent shapes and 
to achieve di erent e ects within individual elements of a design – 
these are discussed in more depth in the pages that follow.

BASIC LONG-AND-SHORT STITCH FILLING A SIMPLE PETAL
The term long-and-short is confusing, as it is more like staggered 
satin stitches – so let go of the idea that you need to stitch one long 
stitch then one short stitch across the row. The stitches in each new 
row cover the base of the stitches in the previous row.

Split stitch outline

METHOD
Row one: start in the centre of the shape and work out towards 
each side. Using the lightest shade of colour, add random stitches 
across the shape to establish the direction of your stitching. Each 
stitch should be approximately 1cm (½in) in length, up at A and 
down at B. Continue �lling in the gaps with long-and-short stitches 
across the shape until the row is complete. The stitches in the �rst 
row should be very close together to establish a �rm foundation for 
the next rows.

Always stagger the stitches 
in each row to create a soft 
blending of shades. Avoid rigid 
bands of stitching. If your rows 
look straight, go back and add 
the odd staggered stitch to 
break up the line.

Always �ll each row (particularly 
the �rst row) adequately. Avoid 
leaving gaps in between the 
stitches, otherwise when you 
stitch the next row there won’t 
be any thread to go into, just a 
space. If you see a gap, go back 
and add in a stitch to �ll it. 

The stitches in each row 
should lie parallel to each other. 
Sometimes you need to gradually 
change the slant of the stitches 
to �t a shape but, wherever 
possible, avoid abrupt changes 
of angle as this will cause your 
stitching to look messy.

Wherever possible, stitch from 
the wider area to the narrow 
area of a shape. It is much 
easier to reduce stitches than 
it is to increase them. There 
may be instances where 
you have no choice due to 
the nature of the shape, but 
generally it is easier to stitch 
from a wide to a narrow area.

Do Avoid Do Avoid Do Avoid Do Avoid

A
B D

C
Guidelines

Row two: turn your work around so you are working away 
from you and looking out onto your stitching. Thread the second 
shade of colour and again add random stitches across the row 
as before. Bring the needle up through the previous stitching at A 
and down into the fabric at B. It works best if you come up into the 
previous stitching and not down. Going down into stitches causes 
little holes like small pepper marks, which make your stitching look 
rough and uneven.

Continue �lling in the gaps with long-and-short stitch across the 
shape until the row is complete. Keep your stitches in line with the 
guidelines, adjusting as necessary to �t the shape. Work every other 
row as for row two, changing to the next shade of colour each time.

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

Guidelines

Guidelines

Trish Burr is a self-taught and renowned 
embroiderer. Through research and practice 
she has developed this individual technique 
of surface embroidery. She is the author of 
several highly successful books. Trish lives 
and works in Cape Town, South Africa.
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The Kew Book of embroidered 
Nature Samplers (Folder edition)
Trish Burr

28th February 2023 • 9781782219491 • £25.00 / AUD $59.99 
Hardback • 280 x 216 mm • 144 pages • All rights free

Also by the author: 
The Kew Book of Embroidered Flowers 9781782216421
Trish Burr’s Embroidery Transfers 9781782219033

Hardback Library Edition available

28th February 2023 • 9781800920309 • £15.99 / AUD $42.99
Hardback • 280 x 216 mm • 144 pages • All rights free
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This authoritative and lusciously illustrated 
book o¥ers a comprehensive and 
inspirational insight into the art and craft of 
silver jewellery making for today’s artisan.

» Revised and updated to include new 
information, project inspiration and 
profiles of renowned jewellers, including 
Cynthia Eid, Regine Schwarzer and Ute 
Decker 

» Covering over 20 techniques and tutorials, 
all the necessary tools and materials, 
this is the comprehensive guide to silver 
jewellery making for today’s artisan

» Previous editions have sold 25,000 copies.

Silversmithing for Jewellery Makers 
(New Edition)
Elizabeth Bone

31st October 2022 • 9781800920842 • £17.99 / AUD $47.99 
Paperback • 246 x 190 mm • 192 pages • World English language rights

Techniques, treatments & applications for inspirational design

Related titles: 
Design for Contemporary Jewellery Makers 9781800920057 
Macramé Jewellery 9781782219668
Modern Resin Jewellery 9781782219644
Silver Jewellery Making 9781782217350
Stonesetting for Jewellery Makers 9781800920859
The Art of Soldering for Jewellery Makers 9781844489626

Elizabeth Bone is a professional Jewellery 
artist, maker & educator. She has been 
designing & making jewellery for over 25 
years. Elizabeth is passionate about sharing 
her knowledge. She has a wide range of 
teaching experience covering a broad 
spectrum of levels & subject areas.
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Stonesetting for Jewellery Makers is an 
all-encompassing examination of the many 
and varied techniques, treatments and 
innovations used in jewellery design.

» The book is both an excellent practical 
guide to the craft and a stunning 
collection of inspiring designs

» The definitive title in its craft niche – now 
revised and updated with new images, 
information and design inspiration

» Previous edition has sold 10,000 copies.

Stonesetting for Jewellery Makers 
(New Edition)
Melissa Hunt

31st October 2022 • 9781800920859 • £17.99 / AUD $47.99 
Paperback • 280 x 215 mm • 192 pages • World English language rights

Techniques, inspiration & professional advice for stunning results

Related titles: 
Design for Contemporary Jewellery Makers 9781800920057
Macramé Jewellery 9781782219668
Modern Resin Jewellery 9781782219644
Silver Jewellery Making 9781782217350
Silversmithing for Jewellery Makers 9781800920842
The Art of Soldering for Jewellery Makers 9781844489626

Melissa Hunt has been teaching jewellery-
making courses for 15 years and currently 
teaches classes on stonesetting and metal 
jewellery making at the prestigious London 
Jewellery School. Her jewellery designs have 
been featured in several exhibitions, and 
she has also received commissions from 10 
Downing Street and the EMI group.
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Create 20 stunning, contemporary macramé 
jewellery pieces and accessories.

» Uses simple knots to make 
contemporary statement jewellery, 
including necklaces, pendants, earrings 
and headbands

» The macramé trend is popular, and this 
book oers quick-and-easy but also 
stylish items that require very little string 
to make

» Isabella's first book, Macramé for the 
Modern Home, sold 1200 copies in the 
first month of publication.

Macramé Jewellery
Isabella Strambio

31st December 2022 • 9781782219668 • £9.99 / AUD $26.99 
Paperback • 260 x 204 mm • 80 pages • All rights free

20 stylish modern projects using simple knots

Related titles: 
Design for Contemporary Jewellery Makers 9781800920057
Leather and Bead Jewellery to Make 9781782213871
Macramé for the Modern Home 9781782218364
Twenty to Make: Micro Macramé Jewellery 9781844483495
Woven Art 9781782217015

Isabella Strambio is a self-taught macramé 
and natural dye artist. She is half Italian and 
half Japanese and she grew up by the sea 
in Italy. At 18, she moved to the UK to learn 
English and study Interior Design. Isabella is 
a big advocate of using recycled materials for 
her macramé work and food scraps for her 
natural dyeing.
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A hands-on reference guide for those 
looking for a practical approach to 
designing their own jewellery and exploring 
new design concepts.

» This book is a practical 'how-to' resource 
for intermediate and professional jewellery 
makers 

» A unique, practical guide to jewellery 
design

» Author is an award-winning London-
based jewellery designer.

Design for Contemporary Jewellery Makers
Louise Seijen ten Hoorn

28th February 2023 • 9781800920057 • £17.99 / AUD $47.99
Paperback • 246 x 190 mm • 192 pages • All rights free

Tips, techniques & 30 step-by-step project briefs

Related titles:
Silver Jewellery Making 9781782217350
Silversmithing for Jewellery Makers 9781800920842
Stonesetting for Jewellery Makers 9781800920859
The Art of Soldering for Jewellery Makers 9781844489626

Trained at the Royal College of Art, award 
winning jewellery designer Louise Seijen 
ten Hoorn lives and works in London where 
she creates one-o� pieces, small production 
lines and commissions from her studio in 
Pimlico. Louise works predominantly in metal, 
as well as materials such as plastic, rubber, 
and textile to create jewellery, objects and 
small sculptures.
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Butter�y Bracelet Green Pendant Necklace
Patterned scrapbooking papers with pre-collaged imagery are ideal for resin 
bezels. Don’t feel you’re limited to images that perfectly fit inside your bezel of 
choice – this butterfly image only partially shows. 

Materials:
- Scrapbooking paper

- Sealer

- Stick glue

- Round (26mm outer dimension/21.5mm inner 
dimension) gold bezel with loop

- 14cm (5.5in) of two di�erent types of gold chain

- 1 gold headpin, 37mm long (1.5in)

- Toggle clasp

- 2 gold metal rondelle beads

- 1 faceted pink bead

- 1 round glass pearl

- 3 large (8.6mm, outer dimension) gold jump rings

- 3 medium (4mm) gold jump rings

Tools:
- 21mm circle die

- Chain-nose pliers

- Round-nose pliers

1 Cut a circle of patterned paper. Coat with sealer, then allow to dry and 
glue inside the bezel. 

2 Place the bezel on a raised, flat surface with the loop hanging over the 
edge. Mix the resin, pour into the bezel and allow to cure. 

3 Use the pliers to open one medium jump ring. Slip on the bar end of 
the toggle clasp and one large jump ring. Close the jump ring. Open the 
large jump ring and slip on one end of each of the lengths of chain. 

4 Open the second large jump ring and slip on the other end of each of 
the lengths of chain. Close the jump ring. Use the second medium jump 
ring to connect the large jump ring to the circle end of the toggle clasp. 
Use the third large jump ring to attach the pendant.

5 Insert a headpin into one gold bead, one pink faceted bead, one glass 
pearl and the second gold bead. Use the round-nose pliers to form a 
loop at the top. Use the chain-nose pliers to open the third medium jump 
ring and attach the beaded headpin onto the large jump ring with the 
circle half of the toggle clasp.

Handmade paper comes in an array of beautiful colours and textures. Because 
it’s often thicker and more fibrous than regular paper, I recommend sealing it with 
at least two layers of sealer.

Materials:
- Handmade paper

- Sealer

- Stick glue

- Gold square 20mm (7/8in) bezel with loop 

- 55cm (21in) gold ball chain with connector

Tools:
- Scissors

1 Cut a square of handmade paper. Coat with sealer and allow to dry. 
Glue the square of paper inside the bezel. 

2 Place the bezel on a raised, flat surface with the loop hanging over the 
edge. Mix the resin, pour into the bezel and allow to cure. 

3 Add the connector to one end of the ball chain. Slip on the pendant.40 41
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Using a small number of tools and 
materials, learn how to make beautiful, 
unique resin jewellery that is both stylish 
and timeless.

» A long-awaited follow-up to Sara’s 
successful How to Make Resin 
Jewellery (2017), which has sold over 
21,000 copies to date

» Resin jewellery is cheap and easy to 
make, and fun to wear

» Sara Naumann is a high-profile online 
papercrafter and mixed-media artist, with 
her own column in Crafts Beautiful.

Modern Resin Jewellery
Sara Naumann

28th February 2023 • 9781782219644 • £9.99 / AUD $26.99 
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 96 pages • All rights free

Over 50 inspiring easy-to-make projects

Related titles: 
Design for Contemporary Jewellery Makers 9781800920057
How to Make Resin Jewellery 9781782213376
Macramé Jewellery 9781782219668
Silver Jewellery Making 9781782217350
Silversmithing for Jewellery Makers 9781800920842
Stonesetting for Jewellery Makers 9781800920859

Sara Naumann has been active in the craft 
industry for over 20 years. She is the author of 
How to Make Resin Jewellery. Sara has been a 
monthly columnist for Crafts Beautiful magazine 
for nearly a decade. She lives in Germany.
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LITTLE LOOM TECHNIQUES, 
PATTERNS, AND PROJECTS FOR 

COMPLETE BEGINNERS

amazing
circular 
weaving
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A comprehensive guide to circular weaving 
techniques perfect for crafting unique and 
modern home décor.

» Explore more than 30 weaving techniques 
and 15 step-by-step tutorials

» Beginner weavers do not need a devoted 
craft space or expensive looms to start 
creating beautiful circular weavings

» Projects are marked beginner, 
intermediate, or advanced throughout the 
book to make it easy to learn something 
new, no matter the reader’s skill level.

Amazing Circular Weaving
Emily Nicolaides

31st October 2022 • 9781800920781 • £15.99 / AUD $42.99 
Paperback • 270 x 210 mm • 144 pages •  World English language rights excluding North America

Little loom techniques, patterns and projects for complete beginners

Related titles: 
Big Weaving on a Small Loom 9781800920378
Weaving with Little Handmade Looms 9781782216902
Woven Art 9781782217015
Yarn Spinning with a Modern Twist 9781782217947

Emily Nicolaides is an artist and educator 
who specializes in contemporary circular 
weaving. In 2019, she created the first and only 
virtual circular weaving course, The Year of 
Circles, and has since taught students how to 
weave decorative circular wall hangings. Emily 
lives in Limassol, Cyprus.
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A beginner’s guide to the art of spinning 
your own fabulous yarn using a drop 
spindle.

» Yarn spinning is an increasingly popular 
pastime

» Learn how to dye and ply your own 
unique yarns, suitable for knitting, crochet, 
weaving and more!

» Customize your yarns using beads, 
sequins and other decorative elements.

Yarn Spinning with a Modern Twist
Vanessa Kroening

30th November 2022 • 9781782217947 • £14.99 / AUD $38.99 
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 128 pages • All rights free

How to create your own gorgeous yarns using a drop spindle

Related titles: 
Amazing Circular Weaving 9781800920781
Big Weaving on a Small Loom 9781800920378
Weaving with Little Handmade Looms 9781782216902
Woven Art 9781782217015

Vanessa Kroening is an expert in spinning 
with a drop spindle, and acquired her 
knowledge through reading, researching, 
experimenting and meeting with like-minded 
crafters. Vanessa is married with one child 
and lives in Georgia in the US, after 15 years 
in the UK. 
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KNITTING NIGEL
NO ARMATURE * TELLING A STORY * 

CREATING CHARACTER
Nigel was born out of loving memories of our Nanny Flo who adored knitting 

and created new sweaters for us at the drop of a hat! Nigel is not quite so 

deft and has dropped quite a few stitches since he learnt how to knit. He likes 

nothing more than spending an evening knitting and nattering with friends at his 

local village hall. As he is sitting, Nigel’s legs do not have to support his weight 

so an armature is not needed. His chair is sculpted from foam before being 

needle felted with wool and this is made first so that Nigel can snuggle into it 

comfortably. We have provided patterns and instructions for all his clothes and 

accessories so search your crafty cupboards for some brightly coloured wools. 

You will only need small amounts of yarn for his mini wardrobe.

Finished size
• 26cm (10¼in) tall – seated without the chair

·························································

What you need
Chair

• High density foam pieces (L x H x D): 
three 12 x 9 x 4cm (4¾ x 3½ x 1½in), 

one 9 x 9 x 4cm (3½ x 3½ x 1½in)
• Ball point pen

• Craft knife
• Large scissors

• Coarse wool: 10g (⅓oz) bright turquoise 
and small amount of  pale turquoise

• Felting needles: 40 triangle, 40 twisted
• Five-needle tool

• Embroidery scissors
• Dark blue felt tip pen

• Glue gun
• Brown polymer clay
• Strong clear glue

Knitting patterns
• Knitting needles: size 4 (US10)

• Socks and knitting bag yarn: 4-ply, cream
• Tank top, hat and Nigel’s knitting project: 

4-ply, multi-coloured
• Cushion and rug yarn: double knitting 

pale blue
• Tapestry needle

• Small amount of  wadding (batting) to 
stuff  cushion

Nigel
• Templates for size and shape (see 

page 164)
• Foam pad

• Coarse wool: approximately 45g (1½oz) 
flesh coloured, small amounts of  dark 

brown and black, 5g (¹⁄6oz) white, small 
amount of  carded light brown and rust for 

hair

• Three-needle tool
• Bradawl

• Strong clear glue
• Two 2mm (⅛in) wire-backed glass eyes, 

black
• Red soft pastel

• Craft knife
• Paintbrush

• 1 barbecue stick for making arms and 
legs

• Darning needle and wool for laces
• Wire: neck 8cm (3¼in) length 1.6mm 

(16 gauge)
• Wire cutters

• 2 barbecue sticks for mini knitting 
needles

• Small amount of  polymer clay
• Grey acrylic paint

• Curved embroidery scissors

The world's finest art and craft books

Textile crafts
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Learn from award-winning authors Roz and 
Judy how to needle felt dolls that are fun, 
larger-than-life and full of character.

» From the authors of Needle Felting for 
Beginners, which has sold over 37,000 
copies to date and was awarded Best 
Craft Book 2021

» Making dolls using the needle felting 
technique is very popular

» Needle felting is inexpensive, simple, 
portable and moreish!

Needle Felting Dolls
Roz Dace & Judy Balchin

31st January 2023 • 9781800920132 • £19.99 / AUD $49.99 
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 176 pages • All rights free

A complete course in sculpting figures

Related titles: 
Beginner's Guide to Needle Felting 9781844482511
Cute Dogs to Needle Felt 9781800920941
Needle Felting for Beginners 9781782217343
Needle Felting Teddy Bears for Beginners 9781800920194

Roz Dace enjoyed many years as Editorial 
Director at Search Press, commissioning 
practical art and craft books.
Judy Balchin has produced more than 20 
books on various crafts and is the author of 
many articles for craft magazines. 
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» Six step-by-step projects for making your 
own adorable miniature pooch

» Clear, simple and innovative techniques

» Suitable for beginners and experts alike

» Previously published as Pedigree Dogs in 
Needle Felt (9781782210344).

Cute Dogs to Needle Felt
Gai Button

30th November 2022 • 9781800920941 • £9.99 / AUD $26.99 
Paperback • 235 x 190 mm • 112 pages • All rights free

Related titles: 
Beginner's Guide to Needle Felting 9781844482511
Needle Felting Dolls 9781800920132
Needle Felting for Beginners 9781782217343
Needle Felting Teddy Bears for Beginners 9781800920194

Gai Button is a sculptural artist who works in 
needlefelt, clay and other media. Gai’s needle-
felted dogs are in collections all around 
the world, and she has written a number of 
articles for both craft and dog enthusiast 
magazines. She holds craft workshops in her 
studio near the sea and demonstrates across 
the UK.
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This is origami at its most simple and 
elegant. With a special focus on visual 
step-by-step instructions, including hand-
drawn illustrations, this book makes it easy 
to create over 50 di¥erent paper creations, 
from sea lions to spinning tops, Christmas 
decorations and colourful flowers.

» Over 50 origami projects with clear step-
by-step images and illustrations

» A uniquely visual design based on the 
author’s workshop teaching experience.

» Previous French editions have sold 42,000 
copies to date.

Simple Origami
Adeline Klam

30th November 2022 • 9781800920835 • £12.99 / AUD $36.99 
Paperback • 235 x 190 mm • 224 pages • World English language rights

Over 50 pretty paper folding projects

Related titles: 
Beautiful Quilling Step-by-Step 9781844485109
Quilled Animals 9781782218197
The Crafter's Guide to Papercutting 9781844488957

Adeline Klam's passion for paper really 
began when she discovered Japanese paper 
or washi. Travelling to traditional paper 
factories in Japan, she was inspired by the 
beauty of these original designs.
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Draw Yourself Calm welcomes readers 
into the mindful practice of slow drawing 
with 25 beautiful, nature-inspired patterns. 
She o¥ers practical and e¥ective advice 
for increasing creativity while reducing 
stress.

» Discover ‘slow drawing’, a unique 
approach to art and meditation that taps 
into the immensely popular wellness and 
journalling genre

» The small drawings allow readers to enjoy 
the benefits of slow drawing even if they 
are short on time, and require no more 
than a pen and paper to get started.

Draw Yourself Calm
Amy Maricle

31st August 2022 • 9781800920804 • £12.99 / AUD $36.99 
Paperback • 230 x 180 mm • 144 pages • World English language rights excluding North America

Draw slow to stress less

Related titles: 
10 Step Drawing: Everyday Things 9781782219347
10 Step Drawing: Horses & Ponies 9781800921184
10 Step Drawing: Kawaii 9781800921177 
Sketchbook Challenge 9781800920453
Sketch Your Best Self 9781782219972

Based in southeastern Massachusetts in the 
US, Amy Maricle, is an artist, art therapist 
and licensed mental health counsellor who 
teaches people the art of slowing down to 
create playful, meaningful art. 
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A masterclass in producing lifelike animals 
with coloured pencils.

» Coloured pencils are a popular medium

» Tutorials and inspiration from a high-
profile author

» Clear, simple techniques are presented 
through short exercises that focus on a 
particular technique or eect

» Includes a series of step-by-step projects.

Drawing Animal Portraits in Coloured Pencil
Lisa Ann Watkins

31st October 2022 • 9781782218630 • £15.99 / AUD $42.99 
Paperback with flaps • 280 x 216 mm • 144 pages • All rights free

Related titles: 
Bird Art 9781782212966
Drawing and Painting Animals with Expression 9781782213215
Drawing Animals 9781782217190
The Encyclopedia of Coloured Pencil Techniques 
9781782214779
The Field Guide to Drawing & Sketching Animals 
9781782215127

Lisa Ann Watkins is a multi award-winning 
artist and tutor and is well-known in the world 
of coloured pencils. She held her first solo 
exhibition in 2014 and has been published in 
numerous magazines. Lisa enjoys a large and 
very loyal following on social media, and is 
active online. She teaches over 300 people 
per month around the world. She tours the UK 
and US to teach workshops.
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Learn to draw 28 adorable kawaii creatures from scratch 
in six easy steps.

» Perfect for absolute beginners or anyone wanting to 
improve their drawing skills

» The easy-to-follow step-by-step drawing method takes 
you from simple shapes to realistic drawings in a few 
easy stages

» Draw a range of adorable kawaii creatures, including 
cats, unicorns, hamsters, dragons and owls

» Part of the best-selling How to Draw series, which has 
sold over 1.25 million copies.

How to Draw: Kawaii Creatures
Aria Wei
In simple steps

Learn to draw 28 dolphins and other aquatic creatures 
from scratch in six easy steps.

» Perfect for absolute beginners or anyone wanting to 
improve their drawing skills

» The easy-to-follow step-by-step drawing method takes 
you from simple shapes to realistic drawings in a few 
easy stages

» Draw a range of dolphins plus a host of other sea 
creatures, including clownfish, sharks, jellyfish 
and turtles

» Part of the best-selling How to Draw series, which has 
sold over 1.25 million copies.

How to Draw: Sea Creatures
Jonathan Newey
In simple steps

31st October 2022 • 9781800921221 • £4.99 / AUD $13.99
Paperback • 292 x 216 mm • 32 pages • All rights free

31st October 2022 • 9781800921016 • £4.99 / AUD $13.99
Paperback • 292 x 216 mm • 32 pages • All rights free
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Learn to draw 28 playful puppies from scratch in six 
easy steps.

» Perfect for absolute beginners or anyone wanting to 
improve their drawing skills

» The easy-to-follow step-by-step drawing method takes 
you from simple shapes to realistic drawings in a few 
easy stages

» Draw a range of playful pups from the world’s favourite 
breeds

» Part of the best-selling How to Draw series, which has 
sold over 1.25 million copies.

How to Draw: Puppies
Susie Hodge
In simple steps

Learn to draw 28 dynamic manga heroes and villains 
from scratch in eight easy steps.

» Perfect for absolute beginners or anyone wanting to 
improve their drawing skills

» The easy-to-follow step-by-step drawing method takes 
you from simple shapes to realistic drawings in a few 
easy stages

» Draw a range of dynamic manga characters: 20 valiant 
heroes and 8 despicable villains

» Part of the best-selling How to Draw series, which has 
sold over 1.25 million copies.

How to Draw: Manga Heroes
Yishan Li
In simple steps

31st December 2022 • 9781800921078 • £4.99 / AUD $13.99
Paperback • 292 x 216 mm • 32 pages • All rights free

31st December 2022 • 9781800921160 • £4.99 / AUD $13.99
Paperback • 292 x 216 mm • 32 pages • All rights free
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Step outside with Barry Herniman and 
embark on a joyful adventure, reacting to 
your environment then sketching it.

» Barry Herniman is a renowned and well-
regarded artist

» Fresh approach to painting outside – 
Barry’s enthusiasm is infectious and his 
authorial voice friendly and informative

» Jam-packed with hints and tricks of 
the trade

» Full of inspiring sketches as well as five 
on-site demos.

Sketching Outdoors
Barry Herniman

31st December 2022 • 9781782219583 • £12.99 / AUD $36.99 
Paperback • 260 x 204 mm • 144 pages • All rights free

Discover the joy of painting outside

Related titles: 
5-Minute Sketching: Architecture 9781782219996
5-Minute Sketching: People 9781782219989 
Drawing for the Absolute Beginner 9781782214557
Sketching for the Absolute Beginner 9781782218746
The Addictive Sketcher 9781782215820

Barry Herniman is a full time artist who has 
been painting landscapes and seascapes for 
many years. He now travels extensively, both 
home and abroad, tutoring workshops and 
demonstrating to art clubs and societies and 
has had exhibitions in England, Canada and 
the USA. 
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Create stunning 
horses and ponies in 

10 simple steps 

If you love horses and ponies but don’t know 
where to start, this is the book for you! 

10 Step Drawing: Horses will help you turn simple 
shapes into the perfect equine companion 

in just 10 easy steps. 

Create over 50 different breeds in a variety of poses, 
from a rearing Hanoverian to a grazing Fell pony 

by following the instructions inside.

Learning to draw has never been so simple! 

aLsO iN The sEriEs: 
1o stEp drAwiNg: kAwAii (978-1-80092-117-7) 
1o stEp drAwiNg: CatS (978-1-80092-033-0)
1o stEp drAwiNg: DogS (978-1-80092-034-7)
10 sTeP dRaWinG: aNiMalS (978-1-78221-660-5)
10 sTeP dRaWinG: fLoWerS (978-1-78221-661-2
10 sTeP dRaWinG: nAtUre (978-1-78221-855-5)
10 sTeP dRaWinG: eVeRydAY tHiNgs (978-1-78221-934-7)
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Create adorable 
kawaii characters 

in 10 simple steps 

If you love the Kawaii style but don’t know 
where to start, this is the book for you! 

10 Step Drawing: Kawaii will help you turn simple 
shapes into cute drawings in this popular 

style in just 10 easy steps. 

Create over 50 different characters, from 
a cuddly penguin to a cheeky bubble tea, 

by following the instructions inside.

Learning to draw has never been so simple! 

aLsO iN The sEriEs: 
1o stEp drAwiNg: hOrSes (978-1-80092-118-4) 
1o stEp drAwiNg: CatS (978-1-80092-033-0)
1o stEp drAwiNg: DogS (978-1-80092-034-7)
10 sTeP dRaWinG: aNiMalS (978-1-78221-660-5)
10 sTeP dRaWinG: fLoWerS (978-1-78221-661-2)
10 sTeP dRaWinG: nAtUre (978-1-78221-855-5)
10 sTeP dRaWinG: eVeRydAY tHiNgs (978-1-78221-934-7)
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Turn simple shapes into the perfect equine companion
in just 10 easy steps.

» Create over 50 dierent breeds in a variety of poses, 
from a rearing Hanoverian to a grazing Fell pony

» Each drawing starts with simple lines or shapes and 
ends with a coloured drawing 

» Author has previously written books in this series, 
which has shipped over 275,000 copies in total.

10 Step Drawing: Horses & Ponies
Justine Lecou�e
Draw over 50 horses and ponies in 10 easy steps

Turn simple shapes into cute drawings in this popular
style in just 10 easy steps.

» Create over 50 dierent characters, from a cuddly 
penguin to a cheeky bubble tea

» Each drawing starts with simple lines or shapes and 
ends with a coloured drawing 

» From the author of 10 Step Drawing: Manga. The series 
has shipped over 275,000 copies in total.

10 Step Drawing: Kawaii
Chie Kutsuwada
Draw over 50 cute creations in 10 easy steps

31st January 2023 • 9781800921184 • £9.99 / AUD $26.99  
Paperback • 236 x 164 mm • 128 pages • World English language rights excluding North America

31st January 2023 • 9781800921177 • £9.99 / AUD $26.99
Paperback • 236 x 164 mm • 128 pages • World English language rights excluding North America
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Retro-style travel posters are optimistic, 
aspirational and unabashedly fun. This book 
teaches everything the reader needs to 
produce a contemporary twist on the travel 
posters of the past.

» Easy-to-follow techniques following by six 
inspiring international projects

» Includes four lettering templates with 
upper and lower case alphabets in two 
dierent styles

» Perfect for gift shops and craft stores in 
touristic destinations.

Passport to Painting
Susie West

30th September 2022 • 9781782219569 • £14.99 / AUD $38.99
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 128 pages • All rights free

How to paint retro-style travel poster art

Related titles: 
Paint Pad Poster Book: City Scenes 9781782217572
Paint Pad Poster Book: Country Scenes 9781782217565
Paint Pad Poster Book: Flowers 9781782217558
The Art of Gouache 9781782214540

While stuck on a train, Susie West passed 
the time doodling the little rows of houses 
through the misted-up windows. These little 
rows of houses got stuck in her head and she 
painted them. She began selling her paintings 
of these quirky made-up village scenes which 
eventually evolved into a full-time business 
of travelling around Britain’s real cities, towns 
and villages for a range of travel poster prints.
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EASY OIL
PAINTING

BEGINNER TUTORIALS FOR 
SMALL STILL LIFES

ESTELLE DAY

Learn everything you need to get 
started with this complete introduction 
to oil painting. Professional artist Estelle 
Day covers all the key techniques in 
detail, from colour mixing to glazing. 

Traceable drawings are included for 
each of the 9 small-scale classic still-life 
projects, so you can get going quickly, 
and each is painted on a 10cm (4in) 
canvas, perfect for honing your skills.

Fall in love with the luminous and 
vibrant world of oils.

THE AUTHOR

Estelle Day studied at both Chelsea College of 
Art and Oxford Brookes University, graduating 
with a degree in Fine Art. Since then she has 
continued to paint and draw and currently 
works from her home studio in South West 
London. She has exhibited her portraits and 
still life paintings and has sold her work in the 
UK, US, France and New Zealand. She is also 
a member of the Society of Women Artists. 
Estelle is on Instagram @estelledayfineart, 
where she has an engaged following who 
adore her lively paintings which are often 
filmed as time-lapse videos.
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Create nine lustrous and captivating little 
works of art with this unique introduction to 
oil painting.

» Award-winning, professional artist Estelle 
Day demonstrates key techniques on 
small canvases, measuring no more than 
10cm (4in) square

» Create nine little still life paintings

» Unique “trace-this linework” feature oers 
a great starting point for beginners who 
lack confidence in their drawing skills.

Easy Oil Painting
Estelle Day

31st October 2022 • 9781800920798 • £12.99 / AUD $36.99
Paperback • 246 x 190 mm • 144 pages • World English language rights excluding North America

Beginner tutorials for small still lifes

Related titles: 
Oil Painting Step-by-Step 9781782217824
Plein Air Painting with Oils 9781782218760
The Encyclopedia of Oil Techniques 9781782215950
The Oil Painter's Bible 9781782213925
Vibrant Oils 9781782212539

After completing her foundation diploma at 
Chelsea College of Art & Design in London, 
Estelle Day went on to graduate in Fine 
Art from Oxford Brookes University. Since 
then she has continued to paint and draw 
and currently works from her home studio in 
London, UK. 
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This easy, practical reference guide to 
watercolour painting combines top tips, 
handy hints and useful tricks-of-the-trade 
for artists of all abilities.

» The essential painting aid for every 
watercolour artist: packed with innovative 
tips, expert guidance and troubleshooting 
advice

» Includes a pull-out picture finder to help 
with composition, isolating colours and 
determining proportion and size

» A fantastic gift for anyone who enjoys 
painting or sketching

» Best-selling author with 120K books sold.

The Watercolour Companion
Matthew Palmer

31st August 2022 • 9781782219484 • £9.99 / AUD $26.99
Hardback • 180 x 127 mm • 128 pages • All rights free

Techniques & tips to improve your painting

Also by the author: 
Ready to Paint in 30 Minutes: Animals in Watercolour 
9781782216858
Take Three Colours: Watercolour Mountains 9781782216841
Watercolour for the Absolute Beginner 9781844488254
Watercolour Landscapes for the Absolute Beginner 
9781782219101

Matthew Palmer is a best-selling author 
and renowned demonstrator of watercolour 
painting, and his classes are particularly 
popular with beginners. He has been painting 
seriously for over 20 years and specializes in 
landscapes, still life and animals. He has his 
own studio at his home in Derbyshire, UK.
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The distilled teachings of one of hobby art’s 
masters. Everything you need to learn to 
paint like a pro!

» Includes 16 full-size outlines on pull-out 
paper

» Discover all of Terry’s clever and simple 
painting techniques 

» Makes painting landscapes and rural 
scenes approachable

» Uses material from the popular Ready to 
Paint series, which has sold over 300,000 
copies.

Ready to Paint with Terry Harrison
Terry Harrison

30th September 2022 • 9781800920156 • £14.99 / AUD $38.99
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 160 pages • All rights free

Watercolour techniques, tips and projects for the complete beginner

Also by the author: 
Painting Watercolour Sea & Sky the Easy Way 
9781844489503 
Painting Watercolour Snow Scenes the Easy Way 
9781782213253
Rustic Buildings and Barns in Watercolour 9781844483426
Terry Harrison's Watercolour Secrets 9781782213291

Terry Harrison grew up in Norfolk, UK. 
After graduating he became a graphic artist. 
In 1984 Terry gave up his job to paint full 
time and never looked back, teaching and 
demonstrating, developing his own range of 
brushes and paints and writing over 20 best-
selling books that have been translated into 
many languages. Sadly, Terry passed away in 
2017 but his legacy lives on.
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Learn to paint stunning contemporary 
painted flowers using fresh and simple 
techniques.

» Create 25 stunning projects in simple 
steps with just a few basic materials

» Books on watercolour painting are 
perennially popular

» This is the first title in the brand-new 
Simply Paint series.

Simply Paint Flowers
Becky Amelia

31st October 2022 • 9781800920392 • £12.99 / AUD $36.99
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 128 pages • All rights free

25 inspiring designs in easy steps

Related titles: 
10 Step Drawing: Flowers 9781782216612
10 Step Watercolour: Flowers and Plants 9781800920071
Draw 100: Flowers 9781800920255
Ready to Paint in 30 Minutes: Flowers in Watercolour 
9781782215196
Watercolour Flowers Step-by-Step 9781782217848

Becky Amelia is an illustrator inspired by 
all things botanical. While pregnant with her 
son, Becky set up her website and her Etsy 
shop, and started designing botanical prints 
and illustrated stationery, which she now sells 
worldwide. Becky lives in Cornwall, UK and 
spends her days happily juggling motherhood, 
painting and running her art business. This is 
her first book.
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Charles Evans helps you rescue your 
watercolour paintings from common 
problems and mistakes.

» Features over 70 common problems for 
watercolour artists, with viable solutions 
and well-founded advice on prevention

» The portable handbook format of the book 
means that it can be taken out and about 
– a solution is never far away!

» Charles Evans is a renowned artist, tutor 
and demonstrator, and ambassador for 
Daler-Rowney art products. He has sold 
over 70k copies of his books worldwide.

Charles Evans’ Watercolour Rescue
Charles Evans

30th November 2022 • 9781782219422 • £9.99 / AUD $26.99 
Paperback • 210 x 148 mm • 128 pages • All rights free

Top tips for correcting your mistakes and preventing them in the first place

Also by the author: 
Acrylics for the Absolute Beginner 9781782213987
Painting with System3 9781782218784
The Paint Pad Artist: Coastal Landscapes 9781782217466

Charles Evans is one of the UK’s leading 
painters, well-known from his long-running 
TV series and for his art classes, which are 
held all over the UK. Charles has written 
several books for Search Press, and now 
also represents Daler-Rowney as their main 
demonstrator. Charles lives in Morpeth, 
Northumberland, UK.
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Be inspired by nature and explore 
innovative and dynamic ways to bring 
vibrancy and texture to your creative 
watercolour works of art.

» More than 35 techniques explained 
and illustrated

» Four step-by-step projects 

» 75 inspirational finished paintings

» Previously published as Dynamic 
Watercolours, which has sold over 
10,000 copies.

Watercolour Nature Unleashed
Jane Betteridge

31st December 2022 • 9781800920415 • £14.99 / AUD $38.99
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 144 pages • All rights free

Also by the author: 
Watercolours Unleashed 9781782210351

Jane Betteridge's inspiration is drawn from 
the landscape; from countryside to seaside. 
Known for her experimental, innovative 
approach to watercolours, Jane’s venturesome, 
investigative ways aim to nudge the use of the 
medium a little further, and allows her readers 
and students to take advantage of the medium 
to produce free, lively works of art.
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Get cracking on colouring with Wallace and 
Gromit in this O¥icial Colouring Book!

» A new venture for Search Press as we 
foray further into children's and licenced 
publishing

» A perfect partner to the Shaun the Sheep 
O�icial Colouring Book

» Features 80 pages of patterns and 
scenes to colour, based on the hugely 
popular feature films including The Wrong 
Trousers, which celebrates 30 years in 
2022.

Wallace & Gromit
Aardman

31st March 2023 • 9781800921443 • £9.99 / AUD $26.99
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 80 pages • All rights free excluding China

The O¥icial Colouring Book

Related titles: 
Shaun the Sheep 9781800921450
Tangle Magic 9781782219057
Tangle Wood 9781782219040

Aardman, an employee-owned company 
based in Bristol (UK) and co-founded in 
1976 by Peter Lord and David Sproxton, is an 
independent and multi-Academy Award® and 
BAFTA® award winning studio.
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Get colouring with Shaun the Sheep and 
his flock of friends in this O¥icial Colouring 
Book!

» A new venture for Search Press as we 
foray further into children's and licenced 
publishing

» A perfect partner to the Wallace & Gromit 
O�icial Colouring Book

» Features 80 pages of patterns and scenes 
to colour, based on the hugely popular TV 
series, which celebrates 15 years in 2022.

Shaun the Sheep
Aardman

31st March 2023 • 9781800921450 • £9.99 / AUD $26.99
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 80 pages • All rights free excluding China

The O¥icial Colouring Book

Related titles: 
Wallace & Gromit 9781800921443
Tangle Magic 9781782219057
Tangle Wood 9781782219040

Aardman, an employee-owned company 
based in Bristol (UK) and co-founded in 
1976 by Peter Lord and David Sproxton, is an 
independent and multi-Academy Award® and 
BAFTA® award winning studio.
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Learn to burn: illuminate your pyrographic 
art with mixed media, gilding and more.

» A unique, mixed media approach to a 
popular craft, elevating it from ‘craft’ 
to ‘artform’

» The book will appeal to pyrographers as 
well as artists, from beginners up.

The Innovative Artist: The Art of Pyrography
Cherry Ferris

30th Novermber 2022 • 9781782219385 • £17.99 / AUD $47.99 
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 176 pages • All rights free

Drawing with Fire

In the same series: 
The Innovative Artist: Abstracts and Mixed Media 
9781782218777
The Innovative Artist: Drawing Dramatic Landscapes 
9781782217589

Cherry Ferris is a self-taught artist who 
explores the beauty, detail and complexity of 
the wonderful world around us, particularly 
its animals and nature. She likes to use many 
types of media and is versed in pyrography, 
pastels, watercolour, and coloured pencils. 
She lives in Devon, UK.
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35 beautiful, atmospheric designs to paint 
in the ancient Chinese brush painting style.

» Includes 35 beautiful step-by-step 
projects

» Subjects focus on traditional themes of 
brush painting

» Needs only inexpensive tools and 
materials.

Chinese Brush Painting through the Seasons
Miao Hongbo, Sun Changgang, Ning Xiangying, Ning Jialu

30th December 2022 • 9781800920064 • £12.99 / AUD $36.99
Paperback • 280 x 216 mm • 112 pages • World English language rights 

Related titles: 
The Art of Sumi-e 9781782211440

Miao Hongbo was born in Hangzhou. He 
studied traditional Chinese painting at the 
China Academy of Art and specialized in 
flower and bird painting. 
Sun Changgang is a member of the Chinese 
Artists Association. 
Ning Xiangying is a professional artist 
from Yucheng County. She studied at China 
Academy of Art and has developed very 
expert traditional painting skills. 
Ning Jialu is a professional artist from 
Jishan County.
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david & Charles
Exclusively distributed in the UK craft trade 
by Search Press

Creative Makeup
Rachel Du�y
Publication Date: 13th September 2022
9781446308837 • £16.99 • Paperback 
229 x 216 mm • 128 pages

Mood Crystals 
Card Deck
Christel Alberez, Nerissa Alberts
Publication Date: 13th September 2022
9781446309506 • £14.99 • Merchandise
153 x 98 mm • 50 pages

The Witch's Year 
Card Deck 
Clare Gogerty
Publication Date: 13th September 2022
9781446309490 • £14.99 • Merchandise 
153 x 98 mm • 16 pages

Yarn Mandalas For 
Beginners & Beyond
Inga Savage
Publication Date: 9th August 2022
9781446309100 • £16.99 • Paperback
280 x 216 mm • 128 pages

Crochet Animal Blankets 
and Blocks
Ira Rott
Publication Date: 9th August 2022
9781446309216 • £15.99 • Paperback 
273 x 210 mm • 128 pages

50 Plants That Heal 
Card Deck
François Couplan, Gérard Debuigne
Publication Date: 13th September 2022
9781446309513 • £14.99 • Merchandise 
153 x 98 mm • 16 pages
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david & Charles
Exclusively distributed in the UK craft trade
by Search Press

Patty Lyons' Knitting Bag 
of Tricks
Patty Lyons
Publication Date: 13th September 2022
9781446309117 • £15.99 • Paperback
210 x 148 mm • 208 pages

Textured Art
Melissa McKinnon
Publication Date: 13th September 2022
9781446309377 • £15.99 • Paperback
280 x 216 mm • 128 pages

Needlepoint: A Modern 
Stitch Directory
Emma Homent
Publication Date: 13th September 2022
9781446309131 • £17.99 • Paperback
280 x 216 mm • 144 pages

Sashiko 365
Susan Briscoe
Publication Date: 11th October 2022
9781446309254 • £16.99 • Paperback
280 x 216 mm • 144 pages

The Wind in the Willows 
Felt Friends
Cynthia Treen
Publication Date: 13th September 2022
9781446309223 • £16.99 • Paperback
280 x 216 mm • 144 pages

3D Animal Granny 
Squares
Celine Semaan, Sharna Moore, 
Caitie Moore
Publication Date: 11th October 2022
9781446309483 • £9.99 • Paperback
273 x 210 mm • 48 pages
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david & Charles
Exclusively distributed in the UK craft trade 
by Search Press

Crochet You!
Nathalie Amiel
Publication Date: 11th October 2022
9781446309292 • £15.99 • Paperback 
280 x 216 mm • 128 pages

Luna Lapin and Friends, 
a Year of Making
Sarah Peel
Publication Date: 30th November 2022
9781446309414 • £15.99 • Paperback
280 x 210 mm • 144 pages

Hyper Realistic Drawing
Amie Howard
Publication Date: 11th October 2022
9781446309322 • £15.99 • Paperback
280 x 216 mm • 128 pages

Crochet Journey
Mark Roseboom
Publication Date: 11th October 2022
9781446309568 • £15.99 • Paperback
235 x 191 mm • 128 pages

Drawing Architecture
Richard Taylor
Publication Date: 11th October 2022
9781446309520 • £15.99 • Paperback
280 x 216 mm • 120 pages

Making Murals
Clara Wilkinson, Mary West
Publication Date: 11th October 2022
9781446309360 • £15.99 • Paperback
280 x 216 mm • 128 pages
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Launched in 2007, the first titles in the original 20 to Make series were a publishing 
phenomenon. The 20 to Make series was the first full-colour range of craft books to 

o�er accessible inspiration across a range of subjects in a pocket-sized format – and 
at pocket-money prices of just £4.99. Over 2.5 million copies of the original series

 have now been sold.

The All-New 20 to Make series builds on that fabulous legacy. As with the original series, 
all the projects are simple to make with easy-to-follow instructions matching a detailed 
illustration of the finished project. The All-New 20 to Make series has been given a fresh, 
contemporary look that will appeal to a younger audience as well as traditional crafters. 

They also include a comprehensive techniques section to help get readers started.

Beginners will love the simplicity of these straightforward projects, while more 
experienced crafters will find endless inspiration. Each title has 64 pages brimming with 

brand-new projects in a beautifully designed hard cover – for just £6.99. 

20
TO MAKE

ALL-NEW

Celebrating the 15th Anniversary of the iconic 20 to Make series with the launch of...

Each book: RRP £6.99 / AUD $17.99 • Hardback • 209 x 149mm • 64 pages

ANNOUNCING THE ALL-NEW 20 TO MAKE SERIES

Over 2.5 million copies of the original 20 to Make series have now been 
sold globally. This stunning new hardback series builds on that legacy.
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Search Press Art aNd Craft book catalogue       August 2022  – JAnuary 2023

Back cover image from Passport to Painting
by Susie West
ISBN 9781782219569

This catalogue features new titles we're 
publishing  from August 2022 – January 2023. 
To see everything we publish and distribute 
visit our website. 

For our updated terms and conditions 
please visit www.searchpress.com
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